
Timber panelled doors and fire
Upgrading the fire resistance performance

of timber panelled doors and frames

An English Heritage technical guidance note

English
Heritage policy

English Heritage
believes tbat a fire safely
strategy which ensures
the protection of its
historic fabric and its
users from the effects of
fire should be adopted
for c\'cry historic
building, and achic\'cd
in accordance with the
principles of minimum
intervention and
reversibility should be
adopted wherever and
whenever possible.

This guidance note
forms part of a series of
documents relating to

fire safelY being
produced by English
Heritage. It will be
supplemented by a
future fire and smoke
resistance testing
programme and report,
which will aim to
investigate· in more
detail - some of the
issues discussed in this
document and to
provide, where
appropriate. more
comprehensive
guidance.

HamplOII COllri Palace - doorset
in comexr after the fire
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1 Purpose and scope
of guidance

This guidance note is designed. to
help those who own, manage, or
are professionally concerned with
modifying existing joinery doorsets
in historic buildings, to achieve
acceptable levels of fire and cold
smoke resistance. It offers back
ground infonnarion and guidance on

• the need for doorsets to provide
up to 30 minutes' fire resistance

• the need for smoke resistant
doorsets

• the principal factors affecting
the performance of a fire resistant
doorset in a fire resistance tCSt

• identifying problems which
need to be addressed, with some
practical methods of solving
them

It considers the relevant issues and
provides practical solutions to a
range of commonly encounte~

problems. It is necessary, therefore,
to confine the scope of this
document to doorsets which are

• single leaf

• latched

• single swing/acting

• limited in height, width and
thickness (sec ecrion 4.3)

• of framed and panelled. timber
construction

• rectangular in shape

Various limitations have been
specified within this guidance note.
These are necessary because of
proven performance limitations
and the complex interrelationship
of the various factors discussed.
The limitations are intended to
allow the reader, who is not
experienced in this field, to make
appropriate decisions and choices.
A future testing programme is
planned. to widen the knowledge
base and hence choice of available
solutions.
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It is important to note that e\'en
without further testing, solutions
- outside the liJnitations given in
this document - which require
feYo'er changes to existing fabric
than is shown can often be
achieved by employing an expert
in this field.

Please note

The information within this
publication is based on our
current knowledge. Whilst
every effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of the
advice given, English
Heritage does Dot accept
liability for loss or damage
arising from the use of the
information supplied. This
publication is n guide. It has
no statutory authority, and is
not to be used as a substitute
for professional advice.

2 Fire and smoke
resistant doorsets

2.1 Purpose

Obviously fire and smoke posc= a
significant threat to people's lives.
It is necessary therefore to ensure
that buildings are designed or
modified in such 3 way that
amongst other issues, persons
escaping from a fire can do so in
relative safety. The risk of injury or
death as a ~uh of a fire is
significantly reduced by

• maximising the availability of
safe escape routes

• controlling the rate of growth of
the fire

• containing the fire and smoke
within restricted areas

2.2 Escape routes

\Vhere there are \'ery few routes
offering a means of escape, it
becomes increasingly important to
ensure that they can be used safely
in the event of a fire.

If adequate measurn have been
taken to ensure that fires do not
originate in the corridors and stairs



forming the means of escape, the
major threat is from the spread of
fire and smoke into the escape
routes. The concept of fire and
smoke resistant doorsets has been
developed in response to this
problem. Accordingly doors
opening onto a means of escape
will need to have their resistance to
fire and smoke assessed: this may
necessitate their being upgraded.

2.2.1 Compartmentation

One of the most significant
characteristics of fire is the speed
with which it can spread if it is left
unchecked. The benefit of sub
dividing buildings into comparunents
which provide levels of fire
resistance has long been recognised
as a means of controlling the rate
at which a fire grows. A doorset
within a fire resistant wall will need
to provide the same degree of fire
resistance as the wall if the
performance of the whole assembly
is nm to be compromised.

Particular benefits of
comparunentation include

• limiting the damage to the
building and artefacts by
containing the fire within
a single comparunent

• limiting the size of the fire to be
attended by the Fire Service

• reducing the risk that one
group of occupants might cause
a fire hazard to another group
within the same building

• a degree of sub-companmentation
is also offered by 30-minure fire
resistant doorsets and partitions
on means of escape

However, it is necessary to assess
the architectural and environmental
implications when considering
measures to upgrade the existing
level of compartmentation.

2.2.2 Seals against hot and
cold smoke

Smoke has long been recognised as
a greater threat to life than fire
itself. It can also cause irreparable

damage to artefacts a long way
from the source of the fire. Once
they have been thermally activated,
intumescent seals significantly limit
the passage of hot smoke. Cold
smoke seals (developed specifically
to contain cold smoke) can often
be fitted beneficially to doorsets
dividing long corridors and to

those prmecting stairways.

2.3 Methods for
determining fire and cold
smoke resistance
performance

The British Standard for
determining the fire resistance of a
timber doorset is BS 476: Part 22:
1987 which defines the test
conditions and test criteria. The
results are expressed in terms of
integrity (essentially the prevention
of the passage of flames and hot
gases) and insulation (prevention of
an excessive temperature rise on
the unexposed face).

Insulation performance is
important because radiated heat
can cause ignition of materials
stored against, or close to, a fire
resisting element. Fire resistant
doorsets on a means of escape are,
however, required to meet only the
integrity criterion, on the basis that
combustible materials are unlikely
to be stored against a doorset
which is in use.

The fire resistance of a doorset
assembly can be determined either
by conducting a fire resistance test
to BS 476: Part 22: 1987 or by
assessment to the same standard
by an experienced fire safety
engineer.

The guidance given in these
notes briefly explains some of the
key principles involved in the
prOcess of making a technical
assessment, with some examples of
typical solutions. It is important
however to recognise the
limitations inherent in applying the
contents of this document to the
assessment of the fire resistance of
a doorset.

Where specific situations deviate
from the standard examples desaibed
it is strongly recommended that any
technical assessment is conducted
by a professional who is experienced
in this field.
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The ambient temperature smoke
resistance performance of a
doorset is determined by testing to
BS 476: Part 31.1: 1983. The
results from this test relate to the
performance of the smoke seal in
the configuration tested. It is
important when determining the
likely performance to check that
the test results for a smoke seal
apply to the configuration in use.
This British Standard does nm
include a pass/fail criterion. It is
recommended however, in line
with the guidance provided in
BS 5588: Fire precautions in the
design and COllstruction of buildings,
that the maximum permissible
smoke leakage rate is
3mJ/hour/metre of the door's
perimeter (nm including the
threshold) when tested at a
pressure of 25 pascals.

3 Doors and fram.es
The design of doors and frames
has evolved over several hundred
years as a result of a variety of
factors, probably the most
important being

• changes in style and taste

• improved facilities for working
with timber

• greater technological
appreciation of timber

• our understanding of how to
design doors which best
accommodate the inherent
characteristics of timber

• availability and cost of materials

The principles of design have,
however, changed very little,
particularly since the eighteenth
century. In the seventeenth century
many doors were constructed by
joining several full height timber
members together. As techniques
and hand tools improved, the now
familiar design developed,
incorporating mortice and tenon
jointed framing members and infill
panels.

This new form of construction
provided two important
performance characteristics:



• greater stability and resistance
to distortion

• ability to accommodate shrinkage
and expansion of the timber
members without significantly
affecting the door as a whole

These characteristics are equally
beneficial when the door is
required to provide a level of fire
resistance performance. Although
older doors and frame assemblies
were not designed with this in
mind, there are cases where, for
example, only very minor
modifications are needed to

Pallelled door in original conditioll
before upgrading

provide 20 or 30 minutes' fire
resistance. It is important therefore
to understand and work with the
inherent strengths and weaknesses
of the existing construction in
order to modify it in the most
appropriate and sensitive manner.

There are still a number of
aspects affecting the behaviour
of doors and frames in a fire
resistance test which are not
fully understood. English
Heritage therefore identified
the need to undertake additional
testing in order to ensure that
the inherent properties of
doorsets , particularly their
existing ability to resist fire,
are more fully appreciated.

The drawings in Figures 3.1-3.4
are intended to show some typical
details for doors and frames which
may be required to provide some
level of fire resistance.

4 Factors affecting the
performance of fire
resistant doorsets

Doorsets subjected to the fire
resistance test ofBS 476: Part 22:
1987 tend to fail the integrity criteria
for one of three main reasons

• distortion of the door at its
junction with the frame,

allowing the passage of flames
at the perimeter

• a weakness in the door
construction, usually occurring
at the junction or edge of
components, being exploited by
the fire and causing burn-through

• badly fitted or large items of
hardware such as locks and
latches increasing the thermal
conductivity and rate of charring

Where a given period of fire
resistance is required, it is
necessary to address all the issues
which would cause a failure before
the required time expires. Simply
upgrading the panels (for example)
will, in the vast majority of cases,
fail to give the desired results.
Figure 4.1 shows many of the factors
which are discussed in this section.

4.1 Supporting structures

It is essential to ensure that the
supporting structure is capable of
providing at least the same level of
fire resistance as that required of the
doorsel. Lath and plaster partitions
with softwood studwork (for
example) are likely to provide at
mOSt 15-20 minutes' fire resistance.
The structure must also be sound. If
the door frame is fixed at positions
where the structure is rotten or
loose, secure repairs must be made.

Applying intumescent sandwich panel to raisesd and fielded panels ofdoor
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Compleud door ready for rehanging
with imumescellt sandwich pallel
applied to panels a"d frame of door
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Fig 3. 1 Two panel door showing plaill panels
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plaster finish
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packing members

timber plug

integral doorstop
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\Vhere the door frame is not
directJy fixed back to the structural
opening at the head and the twO
jambs (\·ertical frame members)
there are tWO main problems which
can cause a premature failure

• burn-through of the materials
covering the gap between the
opening and the door frame

• faster erosion of the door frame
and subsequent collapse due to
charring from more than one
side

Situations such as this can occur
for a variety of reasons. In
buildings which have undergone
changes in use and/or design it is
quite common to find doorsets in
openings which were not intended
for that purpose. Structural
openings were sometimes
deliberately oversized to allow
flexibility in deciding where
ultimately to locate the doors at a
later stage in the building process.

Large doorsets often have brick
arch openings covered with
decorative panelling. Sometimes
voids exist behind the frame
assembly. It is advisable therefore
to check any available historical
records to establish whether \·oids
exist. In critical situations non
destructive sun·eys may need to be
performed.

4.2 Frames

It is important that the door is
hung fully within the frame rebate
as shown in all the examples given
in Figures 3.1-3.4. Doors which
(for example) close partially or
fully on to the face of the frame
have considerably less scope for
providing a fire resistant doorset
and are therefore not included
within this guidance note.

The species of timber and in
particular the density of the timber
used in the construction of the
frame arc important. In straight
grained species of timber, generally
speaking, the denser the timber the
slower the rate at which it will
char. Charring of the frame can
lead either to failure at the
door/frame edge or to a significant
reduction in the strength of the
screw fixings for the hinges. For 30

minutes' fire resistance a good
quality softwood frame is often
sufficient.

The door frame should be
sound: any areas of damage,
significant wear or poor repair
need to be made good.

The door needs to hang neatly
within the frame so that it is not
significantly (ie, no more than
3mm) proud of the frame face. It
follows therefore that the frame
should be plumb, in-line and
square, unless of course the door is
similarly misshapen. The architrave
can playa significant role in
protecting the gap between the
structural opening and the frame
edge. The overall thickness and
closeness of fit will largely dictate
the effectiveness of this protection.

4.3 Doors

During a fire resistance test the
exposed face of the door will tend
to shrink, causing the door to bow,
which in turn causes the top and
bottom edges of the door to move
towards the heat. The critical
locations for a doorset are the top
corners where the door tends to
move towards the fire, both
laterally and vertically from any
point of restraint. It follows therefore
that the fire resistance of the doorset
is significantly affected by

• the relationship between the
height, width and thickness of
the door

• the size of the main framing
members (stiles and rails)

• the method of construction

The structural stability of a door in
a fire resistance test is related
therefore to the size of the door
(height, width and thickness) and
the size of the stiles and rails. If the
height or width of the door is
increased, or if the thickness of the
door or the section size of the stiles
and rails is reduced, the distortion
of the door will tend to increase.
The relationship between these
factors is complex and depends
also on various other influences. It
is necessary, therefore, to limit me
scope of these guidance notes to
doors with the dimensions shown
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in Table 4.1. Doors outside these
size limitations can be upgraded to
provide me required level of fire
resistance using the same principles.
This should be done in collaboration
with a suitably qualified expert.

For 30 minutes' fire resistance a
mortice and tenon construction
bonded with animal glue has had
proven success in fire resistance
tests. Doors are similar to door
frames in that the species of timber
used, its density and the condition
of the door are each important.
Softwood of reasonably high
quality and good condition is
generally sufficient given the
dimension limitations listed above.
Controlling distortion of me door
becomes progressively harder with
very large doors and more complex
configurations of doorset (ie,
double leaves, over panels, etc).
These guidance notes are necessarily
limited to single acting (single
swing), single leaf doorsets, which
covers me vaSt majority of historic
doors.

It is necessary to seal the gap
between the door edge and frame,
which, as one would expect, is one
of the weakest areas on a fire
resistant doorset. A variety of
intumescent products have been
developed by industry to overcome
mis problem. These materials are
designed to swell to several times
meir original size to fill the gap.
The various proprietary materials
available differ significantly in terms
of their degree of intumescence,

Door bowing in fire rest



Table 4.1 Limiting dimensions for door leaves constructed from timber of minimum density 450 kg/m'
and comprising at least 2 panels

Fire resistallce Minimwn Milll'mum
performance Minimum MaximulII Maximum width of stiles and width of mid a"d
(Illtegn'cy) leaf thickness leaf wIdth leaf height top rail bOltom rail
(mi"utes) (mm) [mm} [mmJ (mm) {mm}

30 40 900 2000 90 150
30 45 950 2100 80 150
20 35 900 2000 90 150
20 40 950 2100 80 150

Note If larger doors are required to achieve these levels offire resistance the advice of a suitably qualified expert should be
sought.

their propensity to adhere to the
door edge/frame, and the degree of
pressure exerted. Some materials
are more able than others to
accommodate large gaps. It is
importam therefore w choose a
suitable proprietary material in
each case.

In general it is necessary to
ensure that gaps are a maximum of
4mm at the head and two vertical
sides. unless the seal manufacturer
can provide suitable evidence to
demonstrate that the sealant can
fill larger sized gaps. It may
therefore be necessary to adjust the
hinge settings or apply lippings to
ensure this requiremem is met. A
25mm (I inch) deep Stop will not
make a significant comribution to
increasing the fire resistance. nor
will it significamly improve the
smoke resistance performance of
the doorset. Therefore, it may be
worthwhile removing any
additional doorstop widening
members so that the door frame is
returned w its original appearance.

4.4 Panels
Although the majority of panel
details arc essentially similar the
subtle differences between them
influence their presem level of fire
resistance. the available methods of
upgrading. and consequently the
potential fire resistance of the
upgraded panel.

Failure of a panel which has not
been upgraded has usually been
caused either by burn-through of
the panel material or by burn
through at the panel perimeter.

Bwn-through of the panel material
is affected by factors such as

• panel thickness

• panel height and width

• method of jointing the panel

• panel design (eg flat, raised and
fielded. linen-fold. etc)

• species and density of timber

• condition of timber

• natural features such as knOtS,
splits. etc

Burn-through at the panel
perimeter is affected by factors
such as

• the size of the channel into
which the panel is fitted

• size and method of fixing panel
beads

• the degree of panel shrinkage
which has already occurred

Some of the available solutions are
capable of upgrading panels
satisfactorily irrespective of many
of these facwrs. Other solmions
rely on the inherent performance
of the panel and therefore require
more extensive analysis before
being used.

4.5 Ironmongery

The performance of the hinges
during a fire resistance test is
importam for several reasons. The
hinges need to support the door
for the full duration of the test and
therefore the fixings must be deep
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enough to have penetrated farther
into the timber than subsequent
charring. The type. quantity and
location of the hinges have a
bearing on the degree of diswrtion
which may be experienced. It is
important that hinges function
correctly w enable self-closing
devices to work reliably and
effectively.

In the case of unproven doorset
assemblies. a latch is necessary w
provide a point of restraint.
Morticed components can cause
premature failure because they
increase significantly the
conduction of heat from the fire
side to the non-fire side of the
doorset. Either they should be
selected with care or they need
additional protection.

Methods of ensuring that the
door is closed are necessary in
order to make certain that. in the
event of a fire, the doorset can
perform its life-safety and property
protection functions. A fire
resistant doorset which is wedged
open is useless in this respect.
\Vhere self-closing devices are used
they require twO key attributes

• they must enable the door to
self-close effectively, overcoming
any resistance from seals or the
latch

• they must be designed so that
they do nm cause premature
failure

The manufacturer should produce
test evidence to demonstrate that
self-dosing devices have been
successfully incorporated into a
relevant fire resistant doorset.
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she and thickness of door leaf

opening up of joints

lbiclrne!ls of door panels

bull joints in panels

details of joints between panels and
stiles, rails ele., depth of groove
retaining panel and lhickness of beading

ovenited mortice! for locke

leaf/frame junction:
closeness of fit

dimension of frame or timors

concealed voids belween (rames/linings
and structure

ironmonc:ery
(e.g. binges and latch)

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONAL FACTORS
• condition of leaf and frame

(e.g. splits. loose joints, warpin, ele.)

• type of timber used to construct
the door leaf and frame



5 Methods of
upgrading existing
doorsets to improve
the level of fire
resistance

The solutions given in this section
are necessarily limited to those
which have the greatest applicability.
Solutions for doorsets either not
covered in this section or involving
alternative methods can often be
devised by an expert experienced
in this field.

5.1 Supporting structures

Where the performance of the
supporting structure provides less
than 30 minutes' fire resistance it
is necessary 10 choose one of the
following options

• accept the lower level of
performance of the existing
structure, if !.his can be
technically justified

• upgrade the existing structure
or as a last resOrt, rebuild the
existing structure

Where the supporting structure is
unsound, suitable repairs should
be made to return it to its fonner
condition, eg by repairing loose
mortar. or by replacing damaged
or rouen timber, etc.

Where the frame is packed oU[
.from the supporting Structure by
up to a maximum of 30mm this
should be prOlected by either

• a tightly fitting hardwood.
archittave on both sides of the
frame which is at least 15mm
thick at the position where it
covers the gap between the
supporting structure and the
doorframe

• tight packing of the gap to a
minimum depth of 30mm from
both sides of the frame "~th

mineral wool and replacing any
existing archittaves

For other situations, such as that
shown in Figure 3.4 where the door
frame is supported by a first fix frame
work system, it is advisable to seek
guidance from a specialist in this field.

5.2 Frames

Worn or damaged areas of the
frame should be repaired by a
competent joiner. Repairs should
be carried out by using tightly
scribed fillets of timber bonded
"~th urea formaldehyde adhesive.
The timber used should be of the
same type and density as the
existing frame. Areas where
ironmongery was previously
installed should be repaired in thc
same manncr. Unsound knots
must be bonded, or plugged using
timber as above.

Additional fixings back to the
supporting construction should be
made where the frame is nOl
secured in place.

5.3 Doors

It is not uncommon for older
doors to fit poorly within the frame
(ie, the door edge gaps vary
considerably, or the door is proud
of the frame at a particular point).

Excessive gaps at the door edge
can be rectified by

• adjusting the hinge positions to
lift the door or even out the gaps

• applying a lipping to the
appropriate cdge

\'<'hen applying a lipping it is
necessary to plane thc door edge to
ensure a clean surface and to bond
the lipping with urea formaldehyde
adhesive. The timber used should
be of lhe same type and density as
the remainder of the door.

The point at which a gap
becomes excessi\'e is largely
dependant on the intumescent
material used, but generally, unless
a manufacturer has cvidcnce to
prove otherwise, the gap should be
no more than 4mm at the head
and two sides. The requirements
for ventilation and fire resistance
are in conflict in relation to the gap
at the bouom of the door. It
should not exceed 25mm: a larger
gap would constitutc a failure
according to thc test criteria of
BS 476: Part 22: 1987.

Doors should not be proud of
the door frame by more than 3mm
at any point. Where the door is
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excessively warped this can
sometimes be remedied by onc
of the following

• relocating a pinned or screwed
doorstop and re-hanging the
door in a position further set
into the frame

• adjusting the hinge positions to
obtain a bener fit of the distorted
door within the frame

• auempting to flatten the door
by placing it on a flat surface
and applying an even load to
the face of the door for several
days or weeks. If the door is
successfully sttaightened it is
important to monitor its
progress once it is rehung.

Repairs to areas which are worn,
damaged or previously held items
of ironmongery should be carried
out as for frames. \Vhere gaps exist
between stiles, rails and muntins
because the joints have opened up
the gaps should be dealt "~th by

• applying intumescent mastic to
small gaps (up to 2mm across)

• opening up the joints and
rebonding them with urea
formaldehyde adhesivc

\'<'here the thickness of the door is
insufficient for the fire resistance
performance required it is
sometimes possible to increase the
thickness by fixing on stile, rail and
muntin members and upgrading

Fire resl ofpam!ll~ddoor and panirio"
assembly showi"g failure of ,he pa,tel



the panels at the same time. This
construction should be designed by
a specialist in this field.

5.4 Door edge gaps

Intumescent seals provide a suitable
method of sealing the door edge
gap and preventing the passage of
flames. In addition they improve
the fire resistance by reducing the
charring of the frame and door edge.

Intumescent materials vary in the
degree to which they forcibly expand
and exert a damping effect. Those
which are based on sodium silicate
or graphite materials are particularly
effective in providing a clamping
action. This assists in controlling
the distortion of the door and
therefore these types of seals are
particularly recommended.

A PVC-encascd intumescent strip
measuring 10 x 4mm is sufficient
for 30 minute fire resistance
applications in the case of flush
purpose-built fire resistant doors. For
joinery doors, where there is less
confidence about the doors' distort
ional behaviour in a fire test, the usc
of PVC-encased intumescent strips
measuring 20 x 4mm is recommended.

PVC-encased intumescent strips
should be centrally positioned in a
groove within the frame rebate or
door edge and any additional
instructions from the manufacturer
should be followed. Surface
applied seals as thin as Imm are
available: these can be bonded to
the frame rebate, removing the
need to machine a groove into the
door edge or frame, reducing the
invasiveness and increasing the
reversibility of the process. In all
cases only materials should be used
of which the supplier can provide
satisfactory test evidence to either
Clause 6 ofBS 476: Part 23: 1987
orto BS 476: Part 22: 1987.

5.5 Panels

The apertures between the
structural framing components of
the door are usually either glazed
or have timber or timber-based
panels fitted within them.

5.5.1 Glazed panels

A number of proprietary fire
resistant glasses have been

developed by industry. However,
they are often heavily reliant on the
panels being glazed in a specific
way. Incorrect glazing methods can
in certain cases lead to the glass
shattering a few minutes into a fire
resistance test.

It is not possible to give
guidance here on this matter and
therefore a specialist in this field
should be employed when
developing replacement or
secondary fire resistant glazing
details.

5.5.2 Solid timber-based panels

Table 5.1 provides a number of
methods for upgrading existing
panels to provide 30 minutes' and,
in some cases, 15, 20 or 25
minutes' fire resistance.

The details are applicable where

• the door is single leaf and at
least 35mm thick

• the door is no larger than the
size limitations given in section
4.3

• the panel beads or grooves into
which the panels are retained
are at least 12mm in width and
depth (see Figure 5. J)

Table 5.1 shows variations on some
of the detail to accommodate some
of the various panel designs.
Intumescent paint or varnish
solutions have been omitted
because of the large number of
unquantified factors affecting their
performance. It is hoped that
future work will be able to quantify
some of these.

It is recognised that new systems
and materials for upgrading door
panels are constantly being
developed. This guidance note
does not wish to preclude other
solutions, provided that il can be
shown by an appropriate test
report to BS 476: Part 22: 1987 or

13

max. 3

min. 12

Fig 5. 1 DimensiotlS of panel beads
and grooves

assessment by a competenl body
(such as that referred 10 in
Approved Document B of the
Building Regulations 1991) that
the required standard of
performance can be achieved.
Where proprietary upgrading
syslems are being used it is
important that the upgrading is
done strictly in accordance with
the tested or assessed details.



5.5.3 Upgrading panels: notes
on method
Cross-pinning is often required to
help retain the panel during the frn:
and where specified will be required
irrespective of whether the panel
beads are integral or pinned in
position. It is important to avoid
inadvertently pinning through the
panel: this will prevent independent
movement in response to
environmental changes, and can
cause the panel to split.

The details shown often require
the panel beads to be bonded with
heat resisting adhesive to the stiles.
rails and muntins. It is very
important that the beads are not
inadvertently bonded to the panels.
as this also may cause the panel to
split. One of the objecth'es of the
future testing programme wi.11 be to
investigate where bonding of beads
using this adhesive is unnecessary.

Please note
I Some of the suggested

upgrading methods have not
yet been fully tested and
therefore conservative
estimates of fire resistance
performance have been
included in Table 5.2. As
future testing is completed
the estimated performanccs
will be replaced in future
revisions of this guidance
note with actual test results.

2 When the door has Iinenfold,
or other carved panels. the
effective average thickness
would need to be assessed by
a suitably qualified expert.

5.6 Ironmongery

5.6.1 Methods of supporting
the door
W'here doors are supported on
hinges and 30 minutes' fire resist
ance is required it is advised that

• the hinges are made from steel,
brass or some other metal or alloy
with a melting point above 800°C

• the hinges should be in good
condition and sufficiently robust
to accommodate the additional
force applied by an overhead
closer

• the hinge blade size should be
75-IOOmm high by 30±3mm
wide

For other methods of support, eg
floor springs or pivots. or where the
existing hinges do not meet the above
criteria, guidance should be sought
from a specialist in this field.

5.6.2 Lock and latch
mechanisms
It is advised that all upgraded fire
resistant joinery panelled doors are
fined with either

• a positive latching mechanism
comprising a nib constructed
from a metal or alloy with a
melting point above 800oe,
eg steel, iron, brass. Rollerball
catches are not included
within this category.

• a lock mechanism and a 'Fire
Door - Keep Locked' sign where
the door is nonnally kept locked.

Latch mechanisms should function
correctly and not cause excessive
resistance, which may prevent the
door from self-dosing. Stiff latch
mechanisms should therefore be
serviced.

Surface mounted latch or lock
mechanisms are preferable to
moniced items because. by their
nature. they are less likely to
compromise the fire resistance
performance of the doorset.
Surface mounted mechanisms
should be secured to the door with
fixings which penetrate to a
minimum depth of 25mm to
ensure continued effectiveness of
the latch for the duration of the
required fire resistance period.

Mortice locks can cause
premature failure of a doorset for
two major reasons

• the structural integrity of the
door stile is weakened by
removing large sections of timber

• the metal componentS conduct
heat from the fire side to the
non-fire side more effectively
than timber

The most important factors with
regard to the mortice lock or latch
and whether or not it will
potentially reduce the performance
of the doorset are therefore

• the thickness of the door (A)

• the thickness of the lock. case (B)

• the size of the gap at either side of
the lock case (C) [continued p23]

Proprietary products used in tests
The following proprietary productS were used in the tests on which the recommendations of this guide are
based. W'here alternative products are used it is necessary to ensure that an equivalent level of perfonnance
will be achieved.

• Imumescent paste

b Calcium silicate board

c Heat resisting adhesive

d Intumescent membrane.
plywood and adhesive

• Intumescent mastic

f Intumescent sheet

• Glass reinforced
gypsum board

Pyromas (Mann McGowan Fabrications Ltd)

Supalux (Cape Boards Ltd)

Aerodux [Resorcillol- formaldehyde adhesive] (Ciba Geigy Plastics Ltd)

Fire/ace and Fire/ace Pius (Sealmaster Ltd)

Masreneal (Sealmaster Ltd)

Palusoi sheet (Mann McGowan Fabrications Ltd)

G/asroc Mu/riboard (British Gypsum Ltd)
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Table S. t Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors

~

Referellce

A

Al

Detail

J 0
- I

: 1"-IL-j--J--'---I
II II

"
RISK 9DE

"J) <p
RISK SIDE

--, 11

"•,

I

(2) 6m", ca/cim" silicate board

® Plaster or other gypsllm based board

Minimllm
panel

thickness
(mm)

>6

Fire
resistance

20

Commems

Calcium silicate board should be fixed to the risk side using
320101 long No 8 countersunk steel screws at 3000101
maximum centres vertically and 2000101 centres horizoorally.

Gypsum based board should be

• bonded to calcium silicate board using urea formaldehyde
adhesive

• (alternatively) screw·fixed to the calcium silicate board
around the panel perimeter using 12-190101 long No 8
countersunk steel woodscrews at 200mm maximum
ceorres. The board should be cut to fit tightly.

This detail has the advantages of

• being almost fully reversible, leaving only screw holes

• leaving the original appearance of one side of the door
unchanged. It is therefore particularly suitable for doors to
under-stair cupboards.

This detail has the converse disadvantage of

• looking unattractive from the upgraded side and masking
architectural details



Table 5.1 Methods of I;lpgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors (continued)

Comments

This method is applicable to panels with a maximum
width across the grain of 300mm. Where fixed panel
beads hold the panel in place (Variant 82) it is necessary
to bond the fixed beads to the stiles, rails and muntins.

I Minimum
pallel Fire

lhickness I resistance

(mm) +
® I ~ 9 15

12 20
~20 25

Detail

®CD

-'1 :!~ 1=

I

B

Reference

5

BI

-,

2

-, ,-------+---fJ
_J-rt'''-----=..o~---+

-'-110."--=..."
•

This method of upgrading will require the door to be
partially or fully disassembled in many cases. Where
integral panel beads are removed by cutting away the
beads on one side they will need to be replaced by new
beads machined [0 the same profile.

This detail has the advantages of

CD Imumescelll pastea

® Cross pinnillg 38mmlong sleel panel pins @
50mm in from each corller and @ maximum
150/1//1/ cemres

Q) Butt joilllS ill pallels opened up and rebonded
using heat resisti"g adhesive c

.....J ~~1~:....l__--,--t
~.... I;; ....~~::-T-----

~~..,~,--, ' .......IV

~

B2

B3

-,

2 CD

® Q:

®

5

• preserving the original appearance and charactcr of
thc door

• rctaining most of thc historic fabric

This dctail has the disadvantagcs of

• requiring some level of disassembly

• requiring a significant amount of ofT-site work

• providing only 30 minutes' fire resistancc whcre the
panels are free from defect
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Table 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors (continued)

MinimUIII

Rejerenu Delall
panel Fire

COli/menu
thitk"ess resista"ce

(mill)

C ~ 1 <D >6 25 Tllis method of upgrading has similar practical

- considerations to Method B. It differs in that the original

,1 panel is replaced with calcium silicate board.

......c... lJJ I,... ... ...
This delail has the advantage of"...I,
• retaining to some extent the original appearance of the

doc'

Cl (j) CJ) J
This detail has the disadvantages of

-
.~ • removing part of the original fabric and altering the. ~ I character of the door--
~

I • requiring some level of off-site work

• requiring some level of disassembly

C2 Q (i) <D
-

f'\
",.

I, -
'" :!/

I

CD fllt/lmescem paste-

® Cross pi1lni"K 38m", long steel po"tl pi"s @
50mm i" jrom each comer and @ maxill/IIII/
150",,,, celllres

Q) 6111/11 calcium SIlicate board

I



Table 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire rcsismnce of existing panels to doors (continued)

~

Reference

:-t

D1

Derail

( ;1 (() <p 0
CA.. .'"

"'".'....: '.
Ca/alllll Si/i"H4 board bcmded 10 origillal timber with
hear resistam adhesiw

(j) «) $ (5)

.'"• • 0£

"
•.'.' ," ."y

Calcillm silicat, board bo"ded to origillal timber with
heal mis,alll adhesivtl

"'filii",,,,,,
pallel

thicklless
(mill)

>6

Fire
resutall(:e

30

Commems

This method is applicable to panels of a maximum width
across the grain of 300mm.

The bead securing the calcium silicate board must be not less
than 12mm thick in any direction and must be effectively
fixed to the stile and rails using heat resisting adhesive.

This method of upgrading is suitable only where the existing
dimensions of the panel detail can accommodate a smaller
bead as a result of inserting a 6mm thick board. Alternatively
the original panel can be cut down in thickness.

This detail has the advantage of

• retaining to some extent the [originalI appearance and
character of the door

This detail has the disadvantages of

CD lllllllllescellt paste"

® Cross pinning 38/11m la/lg steel panel pillS @
50",,,, in from each cOrller and @ maximum
/50",,,, cemres

(i) B/l1I joi"ts i" pal/Cis opened lip alld rebo"ded
"sillg heat resisting adhesiwc

® Plamed pOllcl beads pinned alld gillcd to frail/I!
/lsillg ollly heat res;Staflf adhcsifJCc

• altering the nature of the door

• requiring some level of disassembly

• requiring a significant amount of off-site work



Table 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors (continued)

'<>

Reference

E

Detail

(j) Cj) ®
-

-""~--II I.'.
I

~
i\ RI$I< SIDE

Uislll\9 beod rt-used

ill bUl/mesee", pastel

(£) Cross pi""inK 38mm 10llC steel pallel pins @
50111111 in frolll each corner and @ ma:-:iIll1l/11
150111111 celllres

@ 6mm thick glass reinforced gypS/l1ll boardl

Minimlllll
pallel

thicklless
(11/11/)

>6

Fire
resistance

25

Commews

This method is applicable to panels of a maximum width
across the grain of 300mm.

Glass reinforced gypsum board is held in place on one side of
the door using the existing panel beads.

This detail has the advantages of

• nOt requiring the door to be dismantled

• retaining the original appearance and character wholly on
one side of the door and partially on the other

• allowing the door to be returned casily to its origin:11
appearance

This detail has the disadvantage of

• not achieving 30 minutes' fire resistance



Tl.Ible 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors (continued)

Reference Detail

Mini"m",
pand

thickness
(mill)

Fire
resistance

Commmt.s

_-~Fd,=~=.1~=~="i·.__ I

-- "-"F==.,d"--.",

F

--,

CD ® (7
6
12

25
30

The Fireface material can be fitted either under or butting up
to the beads in conjunction with the mastic specified.

Fireface can be bonded to most existing paint or varnish
surfaces and subsequently removed.

This detail has the advantages of

~

o

FI CD (\: 7
-

-'".- .... j I Ic_
......."'..:1

• retaining to a large extent the appearance and character of
both sides of the door

• allowing the door to be returned to its original appearance

• not requiring the door to be dismantled

• a capacity for bonding [Q most existing paint finishes

CD 8 CD • being reversible

l :~<~.""""""""""""",L
-'1 I .-'''11F2

I

® Cross pi""ing 38111111 10llK sled pallel P;'1S @
50mlll i" from each cOrller and @ maxi"'''111
I50"wl cel/tres

(J) Z.5mm thick 'Fireface' incorporatillg illflllllescem
membrane, plywood and adhesive

® lmwnescem mastice



Table 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing p~mels to doors (conLinued)

ReJereuce Detail

1\>lilli1ll111ll
panel

thicklless
(mm)

Fire
resistallce

:ommetlts

'I :14f=L. "...~

This detail has me advanmgcs of

This method of upgrading will require me majority of doors
to be partially or fully disassembled. Where intcgral panel
beads are removed by cuning away the beads on one side mey
will need to be replaced by new beads machincd to the same
profile.

• retaining most of the historic fabric

This mcthod is applicablc to pancls with a maltimum width
across the grain of 3000101.

• preserving the original appcarancc and character of the
door

Where fixed panel beads hold the panel in place (Variant G2)
it is necessary to bond the beads to the stiles, mils and
muntins.

20
20
30

9
12

~ 20

<i:

5

®

tV<DCD

2 tV
~~------+--/-,

Cf! ~
~~-----+----J

i) CD (j:

G

G2

GI

N

-
G3 l )<9*"",,3=

Q) Imllmescem pastel

® Cross pilllling 38/1/11/ IOllg steel pallel pillS @
50",,,, ill Jrom each corner and @ maxillllllll
150mm cemres

'2) B/l1I Joines ill panels opel/cd up alld relxmded
IIsillg heat resisting adltesitJec

® Panels sawlI throllgh alld bonded w core oJ 2mlll
thick imumescem sheet!

This detail has the disadvantages of

• requiring a high level of disassembly and alteration to take
place

• rcquiring a significant amount of ofT-site work

• necding to be undertaken by specialist contractors with
suitable expericncc



Table 5.1 Methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to doors (continued)

Co",,,,ents

• preserving the original appearance and character of the
door

This method is suitable for raised and fielded panels only
with a maximum width across the grain of 300mm.

This detail has the advantage of

"'lilli1ll111ll I
panel Fire

t"icklless resistallce
(mm)

® < 19 20
>20 30

I

qJ q:J C$

Detail

I ::S9 kct
H

Referellu

qJq:J C$ ® This detail has the disadvantages of

N
N

HI '[ )1; ±d • requiring a high level of disassembly and alteration to take
place

• requiring a significant amount of off-site work

I
• needing to be undertaken by specialist contractors with

suitable experience

CD lmumescem paste-

® Cross pill/ling 38mm long steel pamd pillS @
5011I11I i"from each corner alld@maximum
15011I11I cemres

(i) Bllrr joints in pamu opened liP a"d rebonded
/lSillg "ear resiHillg adhesiwc

@ 2","1 sheet illwmescem material bonded into slot
Cllt i" edge ofpallels. Depth of slot 51/1111 greater
than width offielded portion ofpal/elf

NO Method H is patented by Longden Doors Ltd,
Parkwood Road, Sheffield, S Yorks, S3 8AH. This
design can only be made by Longden and that any
reproduction of these drawings would be an
infringement of the copyright and patent. Isiej



Table 5.2 Summary of methods of upgrading the fire resistance of existing panels to joinery doorsets.
(Thu rabl~ !hould be nad in conjultClum with rh~ conums of Seetiolt 5.5)

Fire ruutaltee per/ormaltee ofpanel! (minutu)
Upgrading ,netlrod A B C D E F G H

Panel thickness (mm)
6 20' 25' 30 25' 25' 20'
9 20' IS' 25' 30 25' 30 20' 20'
12 25' 20' 30 30 25' 30 20' 20'
20 30 25' 30 30 25' 30 20' 30

.. Fire resistance performances below 30 n,,:nutes ,uay be acceptable as part ofafire engineered solution.

• whether or not intumescenl
mastic or sheet is used to protect
the sides of the lock case. ie to
fill the gap (C)

• the width (0) and height of the
forend and strike plate [Fig 5.2J

5.6.3 Self-closing mechanisms
A fire resistant doorset must be
closed if it is to be effective during
a fire. In the absence of a
continuous managemem discipline
requiring marshals to close all fire
doors when a fire alarm is sounded,
some form of self-closing device
must be fined to the doorset.

There are several generic self
closing devices available. However.
only a few typeS ha....e proved o....er
time to be capable of consistently
self-closing doors. It is therefore
advised that either overhead face
fixed closers or floor springs are
fitted. Where floor springs are to

be used, guidance should be
sought from a specialist in this
field. Evidence should be obtained
from suppliers to support the use
of the intended device on the rype
of doorset being upgraded.

5.7 Cold smoke seals

5.7.1 General guidance
The following general issues are
important when choosing the most
suitable product for specific
applications:

• Smoke leakage performance
when tested to BS 476: Part
31.1: 1987
The supplier of the smoke seal
should supply test evidence to

this standard so that the
performance can be quantified.
It is important to check that the
smoke seal was tested in the
same configuration as the
imended use.

• DurabiHty
Doors in constant use should
be fitted with seals capable of
withstanding extended cycling
tests without significant
damage. Some generic types,
by the nature of their design,
are more durable than others.
However, seals of the same
generic rype will vary from one
brand to another.

• Ability to acconllllodate
variable gaps between tire
door edge andfrallle and
distortiOll of the door
This is most important in
retrofit situations where doors
tend to be less well fitting.
Frequently the gaps vary
significantly around the door
edge and the door is warped to
some degree. These problems
are more easily contrOlled when
supplying new doorsets which
are factory assembled.

• EJlect Oil the door's ability to
self-close
Where the building design
prevents the movement of air,
for instance because of sealed
windows, etc. smoke seals can
make it more difficult at times
to open and close a door. This
is because the action of dosing
a door can cause an atmospheric
pressure difference between the
rooms on either side. Certain
generic rypes of seal have a
greater effect on this factor than
others. If a seal is to be truly
effective it must make contact

< '"
': ",.
'. ".'~

Lockcase

Lockcase forend

Striking plale

Metal mortice latch being fitted imo a
fire door with intumescem !heer Fig 5.2 Cross uetio1l ofdoor alldframe showillg mortice lock alld striking plate
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Table 5.3 Guidance on minimum/maximum dimensions of mortice locks for 30 minute fire resistant
applications

Minimllm leaf Maximum lockcase A-Iaximllm gap 1IIl1llllescem Maximum
Optioll thick"ess (A) thickness (B) arOlmd Itx:kcase masri;: sheer foremUstrike plate

(mm) (mm) (mm) fitted (V1l\l) dimensio1U(mm)

I 44 16 2 No 170H X 30w
2 44 16 5 Ves 170H X 30\'(1
3 44 20 2 Ves 170H X 30\'(1
4 40 16 2 Ves 170H X 25\'(1

(This table provides guida"ce 011 txlnollS situations which tlJOlJd 'IOrmally enSllre that the lock case did 1I0t compromise the
performallce ofa doonet capable of 30 minuus' fire reSistmlCe.)

Advice should be SOllght from sllpplien of inlllmescem mastic sheets as to how their products shol/ld be used with respect (Q

proucting morticed lock cases.

with both adjacent surfaces. This
introduces friction inhibiting me
door-closing action. Some seals
have a lower frictional resistance
man omers. thus minimising
the effect.

• Illterruptio'l by items of
ironmongery
Hinges. lock mechanisms and
edge-mounted flush bolts are

examples of items of
ironmongery which interrupt
some generic types of smoke seal.
The performance criteria for
maximwn air leakage of 3m'hn!hr
at 25 pascals when tested to BS
476: Part 31.1 can still be
achieved by some smoke seals
when interrupted by certain
types of ironrnongery. The advice
of the supplier should be sought.

5.7.2 Specific guidance on
generic types of smoke seals
The guidance given in Table 5.4 is
intended to be only general in its
nature because of variations
between products of the same
generic typC. Information on
smoke leakage performance is not
given and therefore evidence of
performance should be obtained
from the supplier.

Table 5.4 General guidance on generic cold smoke seals

1YPe A:
Brush pile wipe seal i'l door
leaf edge

Variation A J:

Bmsh pile wipe seal in frame

Points to "ote

• positive fixing in the door edge groove improves its durabiliry.
Gaps which are tOO small cause accelerated wear.

• the door edge gap must be accurately sized

• can accommodate some distortion in the door

• the wiping action is prone to interfere with the self-closing action
of the door

• is often interrupted by items of ironmongery. when centrally
fitted as shown
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Table 5.4 General guidance on generic cold smoke seals (continued)

TYpe A (continlled)

Ikriation A 2.-
Neoprene blade wipe ual
in door leaf

Ikriation A3.-
Assymetm blade wipe seal
in door leaf edge

TYpeB

1YP< Be
Blade attached to carrier
fixed to doorstop

Variatio" B 1.-
Bubble seal attached w
carrier fixed to doorstop

Points to note

• as for type A except that this configuration should reduce
smoke leakage

• as for type A except that this configuration can reduce smoke
leakage because it is designed to by-pass items of ironmongery

Points £0 nore

• is exposed to less wear from the action of the door closing

• can accommodate large variations in door edge gaps and existing
distortion of lhe door. In some smoke seals the blade can be
adjusled to accommodate subsequent door distortion.

• should not interfere with self-closing of the door (although some
Type BI seals may make self-closing more difficult)

• this type is rarely interrupted by items of ironmongery
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Table 5.4 General guidance on generic cold smoke seals (continued)

Poims to flote

+
• its durability is dependent on the performance of the bond

between the seal and the frame

• is able to accommodate a limited range of door edge gap sizes

• thc limitcd wiping action could interfere with self-closing

• this type is rarely interrupted by items of ironmongery

1jJpe C:
Blade surfau lIIollmed 011

frame

variatioll C 1:
Blade slIrface mOllmed on
doorstop

variation C2:
Blade surface mounted Oil
doorstop

Variatioll C3:
<'Tear Drop' seal surface
mounted on doorstep

• durability is dependent on the performance of the bond between
the seal and the frame

• is able to accommodate a wide variation in door edge gap sizes.
However, an even gap between the door face and the doorstop
is required. Hinges will often require adjusunent.

• the smoke seal cannot accommodate warped door leaves

• could interfere with self-closing of the door

• this type is rarely interrupted by items of ironmongery
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Table 5.4 General guidance on generic cold smoke seals (continued)

Type Dc
Balloon seal fitted into
groove ill doorstop

fbims to note

• the positive nature of the fixing into the doorstop means that the
seal is less likely to become detached than rype C

• can accommodate large variations in door edge gap. The gap
between the doorstop and the door face is critical, however, and
therefore the seal cannot accommodate warped door leaves
unless the doorstop is adjusted.

• should not interfere with self-dosing of the door

• this rype is rarely interrupted by items of ironmongery

Appendix: summary of fire test results

This Appendix has been included for information
only. A large volume of test evidence, summarised
here, was reviewed and analysed during the drafting
of the T«ommendations within this technical
guidance note. The evidence is presented in the
fonn of a cross·section through one edge of the
tested assembly, and states the integrity rating
achieved, As the tests were carried out by a number
of sponsoring bodies, including English Heritage's
own test programme, and were performed in a
variety of large and small scale test furnaces it was
not possible to coordinate the testing so that the
influence of a particular technique could be
established in isolation, Fire resistance testing docs
have a high degree of ·uncertainty of measurement'
and therefore low levels of reproducibility and
repeatability. As a result there is poor
comparability: there are even some contradictions
bern'een the listed integrity ratings for the different
systems. There is certainly some discrepancy

Test references:

between the listed results and the 'contribution' to
fire resistance assigned to the system in the text.

When the test was analysed by acknowledged fire
experts to obtain the 'contribution' to fire
resistance the test results were 'normalised', This
process removes any enhancement or reduction in
performance derived from variations in

• restraint Oatcheslh.ingeslinrumescent)

• quality of materials

• form of construction

Without such an analysis of the full test report for
the listed techniques nothing should be inferred
from the integrity rating given in this list. The
Appendix obviously does not include sufficient
information to define the field of application for the
methods sho....'".

EH / WFRC 55983 7/4/92
T",

sponsor
Testing house and ref number Test date

EH
GLC
HRPA
FRS
FIRTO
TRADA
WFRC

E"glish Heritage
Greater Lo"don Cou"cil
Historic Royal Palaces Agemy
Fire Research Statio"
Fire Imurers Test Orga"isawn
Timber Research and Devdopment Anociatiott
lVarn'"gwn Fire Research Centre
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Summary of fire test results
All doors constructed from softwood unless otherwise stated

Resu.lt
face exposed to fire (minutes)

1 ref: GLC/FRS 30/6/80

11
'\

~=i
Location of failure:

• co Ir panel joint
•

~ /-

W scotch ,Iued joint

2 ref GLC/FRS 30/6/80

'\ 9

,-U=i Location of failure:

~ co If panel joint

~ /-
(oak framin, and panel) W scotch clued joint

3 ref: EH/IrIFRC 53430 612/92 pinned bead

cross pinnin.

[
15

.X;
/"401~

Location of failure:

"
~:Il.. burn through panel

~J W~rl bonded wilh heal
15 reai.atinl adhesive

intumescent paste

tlued and pinned bead

4 ref EH/WFRC 55983 7/4/92
tlued and pinned beads

y croaa pinning 20
Location of failure:

>~~ ~ =t paneUframing joint
N•

~

y ~bonded joinl
-

W inlume.cenl p....
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Summary of fire test results (continued)
All doors constructed from softwood unless otherwise stated

face exposed to f,'re

5 "l EH/WFRC 48927 6/6/9Q

_--- cross pinninl

jeinl bonded with heal
resisllnl adbellive

intumescent pule

Result
(minllles)

24
Location of failure:
panel/framing joint

6 ref: EHI1\7FRC 53430 6/2190
jeint bonded with
inserted softwood sliven
glued with beal resisting
adhellive

inlumellcent pule

6
Location of failure:

panel joint

7 "l GLC/FRS 2/7/80

8 "l GLC/FRS 2/7/80

fire rellisling board

fire rellilling board

29

16.5
Location of failure:
panel/framing joint

13
Location of failure:
panel/framing joint



Summary of fire test results (continued)
All doors constructed from soft\\'ood unless otherwise staled

9 ref' EHIIVFRC 53462 6/4/92

15

10 ~l GLCIFIRTO 20110178

16

11 ~l -ITRADA D9A 4187

(hardwood framing
and panel)

12 ~l -ITRADA D9A 4187

(hardwood framing W
and panel)

12

30

face exposed to fire

glued and pinned bead
cross pinning

fire resisting board

inlumucent pasle

pl8!llerboard chamfered
and pinned

fire resisting board

plywood panel

plasterboard

croll pinning

intumescent pule

fire resisting board

crolls pin nine

intumescent pasle

fire resisting board

Result
(minutes)

29

28
Location of failure:

door leaf/frame
Junction

30

21



Summary of fire test results (continued)
All doors constructed from softwood unless otherwise stated

face exposed to fire
Result

(mimltes)

13 "'l-rrRADA 010 4187

30mescenl pasle

hre resisting board
bonded to panel with
heal resi9ling adhesive

cross pinninr;

(hardwood rraming
and panels)

~inlU
.o~

'./"
I

~

~ ,'/'.
~r oJ "'.

14 "'l -ITRADA 07 4187

[
cron pinninC

~ I.'umeoo,.' pe.le

r---------~~1~~~~~~~~(i~"~reSiSlingboard

>/ 4
L---4'~~-#

30

Hortwood veneer

15 "'l -ITRADA 08 4187

[
cron pinninc

//

fire resisting board
bonded to panel with
heal resisting adhesive

plywood panel

intumescenl paille

30

16 "'l EHIWFRC 55984 714192
crolll pinninC

/;

inlumellcenl paste

joint bonded to panel
with heal resisting
adhesive

f5mm fire resisting
board bonded to panel
with heal resisting
adhesive

clued and pinned beads

30+

31



Summary of fire test resuJts (continued)
All doors constructed from softwood unless otherwise stated

fac~ ~xpos~d tofire
Result

(mimlles)

17 .4 EHllflFRC 60184 25/10193

'><.

~----lIteei (moe IIpriolll

'Co"""----cross pinninl

clasll board

intumescent paste

27
Location of failure;
panel/framing joint

23
Location of failure:
burn through panel

joint bonded with heat
reaisline adhellive

2mm intumescent aheet
bonded with heat
reaislinl adheaive

___clued and pinned beada

~ crolS pinniol
-'\<,.-- r------------,'*'~ intumescent paste

18 "r EHllflFRC 55984 7/4192

19 "r EHIWFRC 48926 616190

30+
heat

mm intumeScent sheet
bonded with heat
rcaistinl adhesive

,----;-

crou pinning
. . t bonded with

sting adheaive

=a
Jom

>< \. relli

~
y'.,

'" y ~2-

20 "r EHllflFRC 48926 616190 croall pinning

__- intumescent pule

joint bonded with heat
resialiol adhesive

2mm intumescent sheet
bonded with heat
resilllinl adhesive

30+

32



Summary of fire test results (continued)
All doors constructed from softwood unless otherwise stated

Result
face exposed to fire (milllues)

21 ref: EHIWFRC 5]462 614192 croll pinninJ

[
l.~~ntum"c·:f·le

29.5. Location of failure:

::. Y\: burn through panel

joint bonded with heatW ",loUD. .dh..;••
shed2mm intumescent

bonded with heat
reaiatinJ adhesive

22 ref EHltVFRC 5598] 714192

~ intumeacent coating II"- Location of failure:
N 1/ ....-I 4= panel joint• ... / l unhond.d jo;nt

-

W
23 ref: EHIIVFRC 48927 616190

glued and pinned beads.............................................~
17.. c.. intumescent coatinl

'. Location of failure:

•
....:/. ............................ 4-

panellframe joint•
"~Q (-
W

unbonded joint

24 ref Sealmasrerltr/FRC 62]98 J419/94
cro8lf pinnin,

/2 layers or 2mm 30+
/< intumelcent paper

N ...../. :5t=• .
j'"-

W
unbonded joint

33



SUfTlfTlary of fire test results (continued)
All doors constructed from somvood unless otherwise stated

Result
face exposed tafire (minutes)

25 ref: Sea/masterllYIFRC 61398 14/9/94 crells pinninr

~ ;",um....., p.p"

30
'" ./ ~•

~ '.J.-
W

unbended joint

26 ref: HRPAITRADA FR 95082 919195 crolls pinninr

(' ;"'ume"..' p.p" wi'h
plywood veneer (ace 30

;><

~
,/

•
~.•
~I ';/

'"

W
27 ref: • TRADA D5 4/87 N
'" 1 :- plain &)8IIS 30
•

~ =$:

=4- \J V
~~.mm

'"-' <--
leerJian wired Ilasll

~ -2mm intumellcent IItrip

3.

28 ref: - TRADA D6 4/87 intumellcent strip

intumellcent

t=j vlI.I"nUh

...............................................
30--;0, or

'" ~~,
.\

1II•
\~ ~..................................... ......,.....

~
Bmm leorvan wired 11asll

34



Glossary of terInS

Architrave Timber member fixed to the face of the
door frame which covers the gap between the frame
and surrounding struclUfC

Bead I beading Timber members used to fix timber
or glass panels into position

Beads, planted Beads which aTC separately fixed
as opposed to integral to the main door components

Doonet Door, its frame, architraves and all
associated hardware and fiuings

Fire safety engineering The provision of fire safety
by a comprehensive appraisal of the 'active', and
'passive' measures within the building, used in
conjunction with fire safety management procedures

Forend That part of a morticed lock set which is set
into the face of the door edge

Intumescent Material which expands under fire
conditions and is used to stop the passage of smoke
and hot gases

Lock case Ilockcase Main body of a lachet unit

Bibliography
(Publications by the organisations named)

British Standards Instirution

as 476: - Fire tnu on building materials and structures

-Part 20: 1987 Method for determination of rhe
fire resistance of elements of construction
(general principles)

-Part 22: 1987 tHethods for determinatio" of the
fire remtance of"oll-loadbean·"g elements of
C01lstruction

-Part 23: 1987 Methods for deter",i,wtiOll of the
comriblltioll of compo1le1lts to lhe fire resistance
oj a stmcture

-Part 31.1: 1983 Method oj measurement under ambintl
temperalllre co,tditiOlfS

BS 8214: 1990 Code ofpractice for fire door assemblies
with "on-metallic leaves

PD 65 J2: Use ofek",nlts ofstruetumJ fire pr0t«ti01l with
partiadar refemu:.e to the reco",,,,nuiatimu given in
BS 5588: - Fire precalltio1lS in the design, COIIStrIlCrio"
alld use oj bllildillgs

Part 1: 1985 - Guide co Fire Doors

Part 3: 1985 - G"ide co the Performance oj Glass
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Mastic A form of adhesive sealant usually packaged in
a cartridge and applied using a cartridge gun

Muntins Secondary inner vertical members fixed
between the rails of a panelled door

Non-destructive surveys Survey methods which
avoid disturbing the existing building fabric

Pascal Unit of pressure measurement (N/mm l )

Rails Horizontal members forming the framing of a
panelled door

Shakes A form of splitting in timber where fibres separate
along the grain owing to streSses developing in a standard
tree, or in felling or in drying or converted timber

Single swing I acting Denotes that a door leaf opens
in one direction only

Stiles Main outer vertical timber members forming
the framing of a panelled door

Strike plate That pan of a lockset which is fitted to the
frame and intO which the latch rub and/or dead bolt engage

Building Research Establishment

Digest 220: Timber fire doors

Digest 320: Fire doors

Information Paper 8/82: IlIcreasing the fire resistaltce oj
existing timber doors

English Heritage

-, 1991 Fire and its aftermath, Co1lservation Blliktin, 13

-, 1997 The we of imumesceltt products in historic
blllJdings: an English Heritage guidance note, London

-, (forthcoming) Fire safery e"gineering alld mea,1S of
eu:ape in histon·c buildinKS

Fire Protection Association

-, 1995 Heritage under fire: a guide to the protectioll of
historic b"ildillKS, 2 edn. London

Titnber Research and Development Association

Wood Information Sheets 1 - 13: "Technology ojfire
resiseing doorselS.

Wood Information Sheets 14 - 32: Fire resisting doorsets
by upgrading



Relevant legislation and regulations

Existing buildings arc required by various legislative
acts to make adequate provisions to ensure life safety in
the event of a fire. The appropriate legislation largely
depends on the nature and use of the building. Some
of the major pieces of legislation affecting listed
buildings are as follows

Fire fucamions Act, 197J (as amended by lhe Fire Safety
Gild Safety of Places of Sport Act, 1987)
Building Act, 1984
Bui/dillg Regulariolls, 1991
Residelllial Homes Acz, 1984
Cinemas ACl, 1985
Thearres Act, 1968
licensing Ace, 1964 (as amended by the Licl!1lsing Act, 1988)

Please note

Housing Acc, 1985
London Bui/dillg Acts (Amelldmentj ACI, 1939 and olher
relevam Local Acts alld Bye·Laws
Health and Safety Act, 1974.
Fire ?neautio"s (WfJrkplace) Regulations (forthcoming)
Education Acz 1944.
Education (School Premises) RegulariollS, 1981
Local Govcmmelll (Miscellalteolls Provisions) Act, 1982
Ancient Nlonumems altd Archaeological Areas Act, 1979
Hanlting (Liszed Buildings and COltsertxltioll Area) Act, 1990

Also relevant are

(PPG 15) Planning altd lhe Historic EnvirolImem
(PPG 16) Archaeology and Pla/lllillg

The information within this publication is based on our current
knowledge. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of
the advice given, English Heritage does not accept liability for loss or
damage arising from the use of the information supplied. This
publication is a guide. It has no statutory authority, and is not to be used
as a substitute for professional advice.
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